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Strength and Stability
for a more Profitable, Safer Workplace

StockMaster SureFoot is a safe and portable
temporary work platform.
StockMaster SureFoot
Platform Ladders have . . .

StockMaster SureFoot is a safe and portable temporary work platform with
exceptional strength. Designed for trade professionals StockMaster SureFoot
is built to last.

SureFoot is big and tough!

4 A large, tough, all aluminium
platform with anti-slip surface

Big Platform - SureFoot platform steps have a generous sized platform with a
working area measuring 425 x 550 millimeters and the reinforced all aluminium
platform with an anti-slip surface and waist high rear safety bar provides a secure
working environment.

4 Oversized platform steps with full
box section for strength
4 Jumbo sized and tough feet for
maximum on-ground grip

Big Steps - To improve comfort SureFoot platform steps have a working surface
area over twent five percent greater than most platform ladders. Manufactured
using a full box section the step is both riveted to the side rail and locked with a
swaged reinforcing tube providing exceptional strength and durability.

4 A high strength ladder frame
for many years of service
4 Design and testing to
a 150 kg load rating

Big Feet - To improve security Surefoot platform steps feature a tough jumbo-size
full-boot foot to maximise on-ground grip. Made from a tough polymer it is long
lasting and with just one fixing the changeover is easy when it comes time for
replacement.

4 Compliance with Australian, New
Zealand, US and European Union
Standards and, there is a size to
suit your job.

Big Load - To ensure safety StockMaster SureFoot employs a ladder frame design
that will not twist or deform up to the maximum load rating and when correctly
used. With reasonable care StockMaster SureFoot will give many years of service for
the trade professional and cost less in the long run.

SureFoot features a wide full-boot
foot ensuring an excellent on-ground
grip for safe working

SureFoot features a deep full box
section step for exceptional strength
and a large non-slip tread

Surefoot features a step to side rail
assembly that reinforces the joint
with a internal flanged tube

SureFoot has a load rating of 150 kilos, and is designed to meet the
requirements of Australian / New Zealand standard AS/NZS 1892.1:1996 &
European Standard EN 131: Parts 1 and 2.

StockMaster Surefoot Platform Heights

StockMaster SureFoot – for superior strength and a long lasting ladder!

See full details at www.stockmaster.co

www.stockmaster.co

(all dimensions in millimeters.)
1000 - 1250 - 1500 - 1750 - 2000

